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Welcome to this issue of the new research journal! Congratulations to the authors for their publications at the EAI Endorsed Transactions on Scalable Information Systems. The Transaction is started to be indexed by both DOAJ and DBLP (https://doaj.org/toc/2032-9407 and http://dblp.uni-trier.de/db/journals/sis/ respectively).

EAI Endorsed Transactions on Scalable Information Systems is a new open access scholarly archival journal that is committed to the timely publication of high-quality original research papers on all aspects of scalable communications theories, technologies, systems, and applications. Original contributions that have not been published and are not currently under consideration by any other journal are solicited. All submissions will go through a rigorous peer-review process, and will be reviewed and evaluated by expert referees and the editorial board. Areas of interests include, but are not limited to:

- Scalable distributed information systems
- Scalable grid information systems
- Parallel information processing and systems
- Web information searching and retrieval
- Data mining
- Content delivery networks (CDN)
- VLDB
- P2P systems
- Scalable mobile and wireless database systems
- Large scale sensor network systems
- Index compression methods
- Architectures for scalability

*Corresponding author. Email: jia@cs.cityu.edu.hk
Scalable information system applications
Evaluation metrics for scalability
Information security

This issue includes a collection of five outstanding papers that are contributed by leading researchers and cover a diversity of topics in the area of scalable information systems. We hope that you will find the papers timely, informative, and enjoyable. The papers are:


4. Qingguo Zhou, Huaming Chen, Hong Zhao, Gaofeng Zhang, Jianming Yong and Jun Shen. A Local Field Correlated and Monte Carlo based Shallow Neural Network Model for Nonlinear Time Series Prediction.

5. Rajib Rana1, Margee Hume, John Reilly, Sabe Sabesan and Jeffrey Soar. wHealth - Transforming Telehealth Services

We would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge all the authors who contributed to this inaugural issue of the journal. We are grateful to all anonymous reviewers for their time and effort in reviewing the papers and providing us and the authors valuable review comments, and thankful to all editorial board members for their strong support in founding this new journal. We are also thankful to all EAI publication staff, for their great efforts and assistance in producing and launching this inaugural issue of the journal.

Finally, we cordially welcome all readers and fellow researchers to submit your papers and contribute your work to this journal. We are also keen to hear your constructive ideas and suggestions for helping the growth of this new born but promising research journal.

Thank you all. We look forward to your contributions.
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